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1. INTRODUCTION 
Mathematics is playing a central role in the study of genetic sequences and, generally, in bioin- 
formatics [l-5]. It is very important to study distances between genomic sequences [6-111. 
In this paper, we introduce a distance between fuzzy polynucleotides. 
2. THE FUZZY HYPERCUBE 
Kosko [12] introduced a geometrical interpretation of fuzzy sets as points in a hypercube. 
Indeed, for a given set X = { ~1, . . . , x,}, a fuzzy subset is just a mapping 
p : x + 1 = [O, 11, 
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and the value p(x) gives the grade of membership of the element x E X to the fuzzy subset p. 
Thus, the set of all fuzzy subsets (of X) is precisely the unit hypercube 
I” = [O, l]n, 
since any fuzzy subset p determines a point P E I” given by P = (p(q), . . , p(rcn)). 
Reciprocally, any point A = (al, . . . , a,) E In generates a fuzzy subset p defined by ~(2~) = ai, 
i= l,...,n. 
Nonfuzzy or crisp subsets of X are given by mappings p : X -+ {0, l}, and they are located at 
the 2” corners of the n-dimensional unit hypercube I”. 
Hypercubical calculus is developed in [13], and some medical applications of the fuzzy unit 
hypercube are given in [14-161. 
3. THE FUZZY SET OF POLYNUCLEOTIDES 
The DNA alphabet is {T, C, A, G}, and the RNA alphabet, {U, C, A, G}. Consider the RNA 
alphabet. We code the letter U as 10 0 0: 
l 1 since the first letter (U) is present, 
l 0 since the second letter (C) does not appear, 
l 0 since the third letter (A) is not present, and 
l 0 since the fourth letter (G) does not appear. 
Thus, C is coded as 0100, A is coded as 0010, and G as 0001. 
The genetic code may be viewed as 12-dimensional, since a triplet codon XYZ has a 3 x 4 = 
12-dimensional fuzzy code (ai, az, . . . ,ais), a point in the 12-dimensional fuzzy polynucleotide 
space 1i2. 
Any of the 64 codons of the genetic code is located at one of the 212 = 4096 corners of this 
12-dimensional unit hypercube I “. For example, the codon CAU corresponds to the amino acid 
histidine and its fuzzy code is then 
( ,o, ‘:“,“/, ,o,yo,, ,1+40, ) E I=. 
C A u 
However, in many cases no sufficient knowledge about the chemical structure of a particular 
sequence is available. We therefore should deal with base sequences not necessarily at a corner 
of the hypercube and the components of its fuzzy code are not either 0 or 1. For example, 
(0.3,0.4,0.1,0.2,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1) E P2 
represents a codon XCG, i.e., C in the second position, G in the third position, and the first 
letter is U to the extend 0.3, C to the extend 0.4, A to the extend 0.1, and G to the extend 0.2. 
This is a typical situation in sequence analysis where some information is missing. On the other 
hand, sequence comparison is a fundamental task. We then have to determine distances, differ- 
ences, similarities, and dissimilarities between chains of nucleic acid [17,18], and consequently, 
between polynucleotides. 
We introduce a new distance in the fuzzy unit hypercube II2 to obtain the fuzzy polynucleotide 
space. Of course, we could analyze sequences of any length by considering 112 k with k the length 
of the sequence. For example, the sequence UACUGU (tyrosine/cysteine) is a point in 124. 
4. THE FUZZY POLYNUCLEOTIDE SPACE 
Consider the n-dimensional unit hypercube. In particular, we might contemplate the fuzzy set 
of polynucleotides I l2 . To measure how different two fuzzy polynucleotides are, we introduce a 
distance between them. Given 
P = (Pl,PZ,. . . ,Pn), 4=(91,42,...,9n)Eln, 
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not both equal to the empty set 0 3 (O,O, . . . ,O), we define the difference between p and q as 
Of course, we define d(8,0) = 0. 
The distance defined by (1) is motivated by the concept of fuzzy Hamming distance [12, p. 2751, 
the fuzzy entropy theorem [12, Chapter 71, and by the works [19,20]. 
We show that d is indeed a metric, since it satisfies the properties of nonnegativity, symmetry, 
and the triangle inequality. Hence, (I l2 d is a metric space, the fuzzy polynucleotide metric , ) 
space. 
It is obvious that d(p, q) = d(q,p) > 0 for any p, q E I”. 
Now, if d(p, q) = 0, then 
2 IPi - 4il = 0. 
i=l 
Hence, pi = qi, i = 1,2,. . . , n, and p = 4. 
The triangle inequality is not so obvious and we have to consider several cases. 
Let T = (~1,. . . , T,). Thus, 
5 IPi -ril 
d(p,r) = ni’l 
C max {Pi, ri) 
i=l 
and 
2 Iri - Qil 
d(r, q) = ni’l . 
C max {ri, qi} 
i=l 
(2) 
l We consider the case when 
ri I max {Pi, qi}, for every i = 1,2, . . , 72. (3) 
In this eventuality, we have max {pi, ri} 2 max {pi, qi}, and max {ri, qi} I: max {pi, qi}. Thus, 
2 IPi - ril 5 Iri -%I 
d(p, r) + d(r, q) = ni’l + ni=l 
C m={pi,ri} C m3.X {ri, qi) 
i=l i=l 
& IPi - riI 5 b-i - Qil 
> - ?I + ni=l 
& (IPi - ril + lri - C&l) 
zz 
Cm~{Pi,%I C mm {Pi, 4i) 5 m={pi,qi) 
i=l i=l i=l 
2 IPi -%I 
2 ni=l = d(p, 4). 
Cm~{Pi,qi) 
i=l 
l The second case is when 
ri L ma {pi, qi}, for every i = 1,2, . . . , 71. (4) 
We have 
UlaX {pi, ri} = Ti = max {ri, qi}, 
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and 
5 (ri - Pi) 
d(p,r) + d(r,q) = $=l n 
,$ (ri - 4i) 
+ %=l n 
2 g ri - *Cl (Pi + 4i) 
= i=l 
g1 ri pi g-i 
= 2 _ Cl (Pi + 4i) i: (Pi + nil 
Tl >2.- ,i=l 
2 7-i C max{pi, 4i) 
i=l i=l 
We use the following relatioli z + y = 2 max {z, y} - (z - yl, f or any nonnegative real numbers 
x, y 2 0, to obtain 
IfI (Pi + qi) 
d(p, r) + d(r, q) 2 2 - ,i=l 




& IPi - %I 
5 max {Pi, qi) 
i=l =g 
= 4P, 4). 
mm{Pi,%) 
l Finally, we look at the case when 
Tj > HELX {pi, qi}, for some j, and rk < max{pk,qk}, for some k. (5) 
To simplify the notation, we first consider the case 
r1 > m={pl,ql) and ri I max{pi, qi}, i > 2. (6) 
Thus, 
4~~ r) + d(r, 4) = 
rl - Pl + i$2 IPi - ril 
+ 
r1 - 41 + t$z lri - 4il 
rl + 5 m={Pi,ri} rl + 2 ma {ri, qi} 
i=2 i=2 




X + 2 ma{Pi,ri} 
+ 
X - 41 + i$2 b-i - 4il 
x E [Xl, 11. 
i=2 
For x E (x1, l), we have 
C’(x) = 
z+km~iPilri}- zePl+i$21Pi-ril 
i=2 ( > 
( 




X + 2 mm{ri, qi} - 
+ i=2 ( 
X-Q +?g21ri -4il 
> 
( 
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We note that for any x, y 2 0, max{x, y} - 1x - yI 2 0. Then, we can write 
2 pi + Cmin{pi,ri} > 0 
i=2 
and 
Cmax(ri7%l +41 - CIri -qi[ =qr +C(max{ri,q,} - Iri i QiI) 
i=2 i=2 i=2 
n 
2 41 + C min {G, qi} 2 0. 
i=2 
These inequalities imply that the numerators in the expression of e’(x) are both nonnegative 
and 
E’(x) 2.0, x E (Xl, 1). 
Therefore, the function [ has a minimum at x = x1 = max {pl, ql}, and for the point 
7.’ = (xl, r2, T3,. . . ,Tn), 
we have 
4P, 4 + 4T’, 4) 5 4P, r) + d(r, d. 
On the other hand, the point T’ is in the first case (3) and 
4P> 4 + 4% 4) L 4P, 4. 
Combining the last two inequalities, we deduce that 
when T satisfies (6). 
Of course, the reasoning is the same if there exists one k E { 1,2, . . . , n} such that 
~lc > m={pk,qk} and ri I ma {pi,qi}, i # k. 
To study the case when (5) holds, consider the following nonempty sets: 
h<={jE{1,2 ,..., n}:rj<max{pj,qj}} 
and 
A> = {j E {1,2,.. .,n) : ~j > m~{pj,qj)). 
For j E A>, let xj = msx {pj .qj}. The function 
defined by 
tj(z) =d(P, (T1~... >Tj-l,X,Tj+l,. . . I~,)) + d((Tli.. . ,Tj-lrX,Tj+l,. . . ,T,),Q), 
is increasing and it has a minimum at x = xj. 
(7) 
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Associated to the point r, define the point r’ = (ri, rh, . . . ,rl) where ri = rj, if 7-j E A,, and 
ri = max{pj,qj}, if rj E A,. Hence, d(p, r) + d(r, q) 2 d(p, r’) +d(r’, q). On the other hand, the 
point r’ satisfies (3) and then d(p, r’) + d(r’, q) 2 d(p, q). C onsequently, we get d(p, r) + d(r, q) 2 
d(p, q) when r is in case (5). 
This shows the validity of the triangle inequality. 
We now give some examples. 
d(histidine, proline) = d(CAU, CCG) = 0.5, 
d(histidine, serine) = d(CAU, UCG) = 0.8, 
d(arginine, glutamine) = d(CGU, CAG) = 0.5, 
d(lysine, glycine) = d(AAA, GGG) = 1. 
Now, let XCG = (0.3,0.4,0.1,0.2,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1) E 112. It is obvious that, the codon XCG 
is closer to proline than to serine as is indicated by the following distances: 
d(XCG, proline) = d(XCG, CCG) = i = 0.3333, 
d(XCG, serine) = d(XCG, UCG) = g = 0.3784. 
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